
RAE, beta release 0.91 
As described in: Taylor BS, Barretina J, Socci ND, DeCarolis P, Meyerson M, Ladanyi 
M, Singer S, Sander C. Functional copy-number alterations in cancer. In press 
 
Because of varying platforms, quantification and normalization algorithms, and the 
existence of and integration of paired matched normal DNA samples, this release of RAE 
assumes the end user has first: 
 

A. Generated a log2 copy-number ratio of tumor-over-normal signal 
B. Segmented this logR value with CBS and saved a data file for each tumor, 

standardized and unaltered in a single object named ‘d’: 
 
 d=segment(CNA,verbose=…) 
 save(d,file=…) 
 
RAE will use the platform annotation bundled with the first CBS file processed, so all 
tumors in a single analysis should be processed on the same array. 
 

1. Initialize global parameters for a given analysis run of RAE by editing the 
"param.input" file 

a. GenomeBuild: specify the genome build for all annotation. RAE currently 
supported builds hg17 and hg18. 

b. ProjectName: specify a unique identifier for this analysis. Spaces or 
special characters are not allowed 

c. LocalDirectory: specify the absolute path of the local directory where 
RAE is installed and being run from 

d. DataStore: create and specify the directory into which RAE will save 
versions of manipulated data files. 

e. SourceDirectoryCBS: specify the absolute path location of individual CBS 
output files. In its current implementation, RAE expects that each is an 
Rdata file with a single object named ‘d’ that is the output from an 
individual CBS segmentation run of a tumor. 

f. ResultsStore: specify the absolute path to the location where RAE will 
write the results of analysis, which should be writable by the user running 
analysis. RAE will then create the necessary directory structure for storing 
interim and final results. 

g. ProjectPlatform: a unique identifier for the platform used for profiling 
tumors (e.g. Agilent244K or Affy250K or other) 

h. IsBundledAnnotation: not currently implemented. Annotation is currently 
inferred from segmentation. 

i. PermutationCount: the count of permutations to serialize and run, this 
number is multiplied by a factor 5 so for 100 permutations, the value of 
PermutationCount would be 20. 

j. QvalThreshold: specify the FDR at which results are considered 
significant, currently set to q-value=0.1 



 
2. For analysis: ./run.sh script, which writes logging output to _runlog_RAE 
3. The output of a single complete run of RAE is as follows: 

(~/[ProjectName]) 
a. [ProjectName].Rdata: object storing the unified breakpoint profile, scores, 

analytical error, and statistical significance generated from the analysis 
b. [ProjectName]-lesions.Rdata: object storing, for each tumor and in each 

region of the unified breakpoint profile, the assignment of single-copy 
gain, amplification, hemizygous loss, and homozygous deletion 

c. [ProjectName]-summary-lesions.txt: Tab-delimited table of lesions 
produced by the final analysis. This is unadulterated broad and peak 
output. See note about CNV removal. 

i. Note: any peak detection approach may be substituted here based 
on the significance levels and scoring calculated and available in 
(a) 

 
Notes: 
 

A. The removal of CNVs is a common step in copy number analyses, but the 
procedure for doing so is ill defined and requirements vary from investigator to 
investigator. For this reason, it has not been bundled with the first external release 
of RAE. Nevertheless, we strongly encourage users to do so and refer them to the 
Database of Genomic Variants for a repository of putative CNVs. 
(http://projects.tcag.ca/variation) 
 

B. Code is suitable for Linux of similar operating system 
 


